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Abstract 
The so-called nonlinear 'Hw-control problem in state space is 
considered with an emphasis on developing machinery with promis- 
ing computational properties. Both state feedback and output 
feedback Hw-control problems for a class of nonlinear systems are 
characterized in terms of continuous positive definite solutions of 
algebraic nonlinear matrix inequalities (NLMIs) which are convex 
feasibility problems. 
1 Introduction 
The simplicity of the characterizationof state space Hw-control 
theory together with its clear connections with traditionalmethods 
in optimal control [5] have stimulated several attempts to generalize 
the linear 'H, results in state space to nonlinear systems [16, 8, 1, 
111. We will use the acceptedbut unfortunatemisnomer "nonlinear 
'Hw" to describe this research direction, which will be pursued 
further in this paper, with an eye toward computational issues. 
In those generalizations, a broadly accepted treatment in non- 
linear Hw-control theory is to assume that the (dynamic) output 
feedback 3iw-controllers have some separation structures. Under 
this assumption, some necessary or sufficient conditions for the 
liol-control problem to be (locally or globally) solvable are charac- 
terized in terms of some Hamilton-Jacobi equations or inequalities 
[16,8, 1, 11, 171. Whence, one of the major concerns in the state- 
space nonlinear ?&control theory is how to solve these Hamilton- 
Jacobi partial differential equations or inequalities, and progress 
along this line would be beneficial to applications of nonlinear 
'Hol-control theory. For example, van der Schaft [16] proposed 
an approach to approximate the local solutions of Hamilton-Jacobi 
equations. 
In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to the state- 
space nonlinear Hw-control problem, and characterize the solu- 
tions in terms of convex conditions instead of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equations or inequalities. This is motivated by the fact that, es- 
sentially, the linear Hw-control problem can be characterized as a 
convex problem which has very appealing computational property 
[2]. (The reader is referred to [14, 15, 10, 6, 91 for the treatments in 
linear case in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), which 
result in the convex problem.) There naturally arises a question: 
to what extent can convex characterizations be extended to deal 
with nonlinear systems? To this end, the convexity of the non- 
linear Hw-control problem will be examined, and the solvability 
conditions of a class of nonlinear Hos-control problem are charac- 
terized in terms of some algebraic nonlinear matrix inequalities 
(NLMH). Both state feedback and output feedback Hm-control 
problems for a class of nonlinear systems are considered. In the 
output feedback case, the controllers are not required to have s e p  
aration structures; the necessary conditions are characterized with 
three NLMIs. Therefore, a class of nonlinear Hw-control problems 
can be solved via the convex optimization methods (some of the 
computation issues are considered in [12]). Unfortunately, unlike 
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the linear case, the solution of the NLMIs by themselves are not suf- 
ficient to guarantee the existence of the required controllers, some 
additional condition is required, and the computational implica- 
tions of the required additional constraints on the NLMI solutions 
are not clear at this moment. 
This paper is organizedas follows: In section 2, some background 
material related to the &-gain analysis is provided. In section 3, 
the 'Hw-control problem is stated. In section 4, the 'Hw-control 
problems for both static and dynamic state-feedback are consid- 
ered. In section 5,the output feedback 'Hw-control problem is dis- 
cussed; the necessary conditions for the solvability of this problem 
is characterized by three NLMIs. 
The following conventions are made in this paper. R is the set 
of real numbers, R+ := [O,co) c R. R" is n-dimensional real 
Euclideanspace; 11.11 stands for the Euclidean norm. For B,, it is 
understood to be the open ball in some Euclidean space with some 
radius T > 0 which is measured by Euclidean norm. X (or X,) 
is the state set which is a convex open subset of some Euclidean 
space and contains the origin. RnXm is the set of all n x m real 
matrices. The transpose of some matrix M E Rnxn is denoted by 
MT. By P > 0 ( P - 2  0)  for some Hermitian matrix P we mean 
that the matrix is (semi-)positive definite. A function is said to be 
of class Ck if it is continuously differentiable k times; so CO stands 
for the class of continuous functions. 
2 R,-Performances and R,-Control Problem 
In this section, some backgroundmaterial about t2-gain analysis 
of nonlinear systems is provided. The reader is referred [18, 161 for 
more details. 
2.1 &-Gain Analysis 
system: 
Consider the following affine nonlinear time-invariant (NLTI) 
(2.1) 
j. = f(I) + g(z)w 
G:{ 2 = h ( I )  + k(z )w 
where I E R" is state vector, w E Rp and z E Rq are input and 
output vectors, respectively. It is assumed that f,g, h, k E Co are 
verctor or matrix valued function, and f(0) = O,h(O) = 0. From 
now on we will assume the system evolves on a convex open subset 
X C R" containing the origin. Thus, 0 E R" is the equilibrium of 
the system with w = 0. 
Note that in many cases system (2.1) can be rewritten 
(nonuniquely) as the following form which is also used in this paper. 
(2.2) 
j. = A(z)I  + B(I )w  
G : {  2 = C(I)O + D ( l ) W  
where I E R" is state vector, w E RP and z E Rq are input and 
output vectors, respectively. We will assume A, B, C, D are CO 
matrix-valued functions of suitable dimensions. 
Definition 2.1 The system G (2.1) OT (2.2) with initial state 
~ ( 0 )  = 0 is said to have &-gain less than or equal to for  
some 'y > 0 if 
T 
(2.3) 
f o r  all T 2 0 and w ( t )  E &[O,T]. 
linear systems in terms of NLMIs. 
Theorem 2.1 Consider system (2.1)) with R(z) = I - 
k T ( z ) k ( x )  > 0, it is  asymptotically stable and has &-gain 5 1 
if there exist a C1 positive definite function V : X+R+ such that 
The following results characterizes &-gains for a class of non- 
] 5 %  E(z)f(z)  + hT(z)h(z) 
+ s T ( z ) g ( " )  + kT(z )h ( z )  
gg(z)g(z) + h T ( z ) k ( x )  
k T ( z ) k ( z )  - I 
(2.4) 
[ 
f o r  all x E X. 
Proof 
equivalent to the following Hamilton-Jacobi inequality 
i3V 
ax 
From Schur's complement argument, it follows that (2.4) is 
H(V,x)  := -(z)f(z)+ hT(z)h(z)+ 
Proof 
The standard result about Schur complements yields the two 
inequalities are equivalent, since it is assumed I - D T ( z ) D ( z )  > 0. 
As V ( z )  is the positive definite function on X by lemma 5.1, the 
conclusion that the system has &-gain 5 1 is confirmed by the 
preceding discussion. 0 
Note that the inequality conditions in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
are affine in V ( z )  ( P ( z ) ) ,  and all such solutions form convex sets. 
These inequalities are actually state-dependent linear (or affine) 
matrix inequalities, but we will refer to them as nonlinear matrix 
inequalities (NLMIs) to emphasize their use in nonlinear prob- 
lems. Some of the computation issues about solving such NLMIs 
are considered in [12]. 
It should be emphasized that the existence of a CO matrix-valued 
function P : X+RnXn which satisfies any of the NLMIs (2.7) and 
(2.8) is not enough to guarantee the system to have &-gain 5 1; in 
this theorem, it is additionally required that there exists a function 
V : X+R such that g ( x )  = 2 z T P T ( x ) .  (See lemma 5.1 for a 
characterizationof a class of matrix-valuedfunction P : X+RnXn 
which satisfies this additional requirement.) 
We close this section by defining a stronger notion of 1-1,- 
performance, which is in terms of theorem 2.2, and implies &-gain 
- < 1. It is also possible to define a weaker notion which also implies 
&-gain 5 1, using Theorem 2.1. Note that all of these versions 
are equivalent for linear systems, but for nonlinear systems, there 
is potentially a large gap. 
. ,  
Thus, 
i3V 
V ( 4  = -(z)(f ax + g ( z ) w )  (2.6) 
5 I14t)l12 - llZ(t)1l2 - p1'2(")(W(t) - w*( t ) ) I l 2  
where w * ( t )  = R - ' ( z ) ( k T ( x ) h ( z )  - f r g T ( x ) g ( z ) ) .  The latter 
inequality follows by replacing g (z ) f ( z )  in (2.6) with the one 
solved by (2.5) and conducting completion of squares. Therefore, 
w - (I14t)l12 + llz(t)1I2) 50. 
Take the integral from t = 0 to t = T, the above inequality 
0 
Note that the asymptotic stability is guaranteed by the de- 
tectability assumption, [16]. In fact, if w = 0, then V ( z )  5 
- l l~(t)11~. Therefore V ( z )  = 0 implies z = h(z) = 0, which fur- 
ther implies z(t)-+O as t+oo if [f (I), h(z)] is detectable, then the 
stability is confirmed by LaSalle theorem. In the following, we will 
not explicitly consider the stability issue. 
Although (2.4) provides a convex characterization of the C' pos- 
itive definite function V which yields L2-gain < 1, this fact has not 
been well exploited as in the linear case, where the corresponding 
conditions are also finite dimensional algebraic LMIs. It is pos- 
sible to provide alternative characterizations which are more im- 
mediately comparable to the linear case, and which are useful in 
the synthesis problem, but at the price of increased conservatism. 
Consider system (2.2), suppose V : X d R t  satisfies (2.4). In addi- 
tion, let E(=) = 2 z T P ( z )  with some positive definite CO matrix 
valuedfunction P : X+RnXn, then (2.4) becomes 
implies that the system has &-gain 5 1 since V ( z )  2 0. 
Definition 2.2 System (2.2) is  said to have strong 1-1,- 
performance if there is  a CO positive definite function P ( x )  = 
P T ( z )  > 0 which satisfies any of inequalities (2.7) and (2.8) for 
all 2 E x such that g ( z )  = 2 z T P ( z )  for  some C1 function 
V : X+R. 
2.2 'H,-Control Problems 
lem is depicted as follows, 
The feedback configuration for the li,-control synthesis prob- 
+p: h' 
where the nonlinear plant G has the following input-affine real- 
G : {  ' z = Ci(z)z + D i i ( z ) w  + D 1 2 ( z ) ~  (2.9) 
ization 
= A(z)z t Bi(z)w + B~(x)u  
y = C2(z)z + D21(z)w + D22(z)u 
= T ( A T ( = ) p ( = )  +P ( = ) A g )  + C T ( = ) C ( = ) ) =  t T ( p ( = ) B ( = )  + c T ( = ) D ( = ) )  
D T ( Z ) D ( r )  - where A, Bi,  Cj, Dij E CO; z, w ,  U, z, and y are assumed to have 1 dimensions n, p l ,  p 2 ,  91, and 92, respectively. The controller K to [ ( B T ( = ) p ( = )  + D (=)C(=))= 
It is clearly sufficient for the above NLMI to hold that be designed also has an input-affine realization, 
for all z E X. (There indeed exists a gap between the above two 
characterizations, such an example is given in [13].) This obser- 
vation is summarized as following theorem which gives alternative 
characterizations of the C2-gain of the system. 
Theorem 2.2 Consider the system G given b y  (2.2), suppose I -  
D T ( z ) D ( z )  > O. Given any CO positive definite matrix-vahed 
function P : X+RnX", the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) P satisfies NLMI (2.7). 
(si) P satisfies 
-1 oT(z) 50. (2.8) 
I n  addition, if there is  a function V : X+R with V ( 0 )  = 0 such 
1 A T ( z ) P ( z )  + P T ( z ) A ( r )  PT(z )B(z )  C T ( z )  D ( x )  - I  
that E(=) = 2 z P T ( z ) ,  then the system has &-gain 5 1. 
with a,B,d,D E Co. It is assumed that the feedback system 
evolves in (I,() E X x X,, where X and X, are open convex 
sets and contain the origins. The initial states for both plant and 
controller are z(0) = 0 and ((0) = 0. 
The feedback closed loop system will be assumed to be well- 
posed. The following version of 'Hm-control problem will be con- 
sidered in this paper. 
(Strong) 'H,-Control Problem: Find a feedback controller 
K (or a class controllers) if any, such that the closed-loop system 
has strong 1-1,-performance. In this case, the feedback system 
has Lz -gain 5 I. 
The controllers to be sought in solving the above li,-Control 
Problem are called strong Hco-controllers. Note that the stabil- 
ity issue is not explicitly touched here, as it is guaranteed by the 
observability assumption (see [8, 111). 
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3 State Feedback %,-Control Problem 
In this section, we consider the (strong) 'Hm-control problem 
when the state 3: is directly measured and the controller is static 
feedback. It has been shown that the dynamic feedback controllers 
which have a separation structure can do no better than static 
feedback as far as the strong li, control problem is concerned 
[12]. In this section, we consider the following system, 
A ( z ) i  + & ( i ) w  + B2(z)u 
G S F  : 
(3.1) 
with A ,  B i ,  C1, Dij E Co. The state I, disturbance w ,  control 
input U ,  and regulated out put t have dimensions of n, pi , p z  , and 
p i ,  respectively; and n + 91 - p2  2 0. We assume that system 
evolves in X, rank [ B2(d) ] = p2 and Di~(z)Dii(~) < I for 
x E x. 
Consider the system GSF. Suppose the controller U = F ( I ) I  is 
such that the closed loop system 
Di2 ( X I  
= ( A ( c )  + J32(z)F(z) )~ + B I ( ~ ) w  
has strong lica-performance. By the definition 2.2, there is a CO 
positive definite matrix-valued function P = PT : X-+RnX" such 
that z ( z )  = 2rTP(z) for some C' function V : XdR+ and the 
follow& NLMI holds. 
-I Dllj") 5 0 .  1 A$(X)P(+) + P(r )AF(x)  P(X)B1(x) $(X) BT(x)P(x) C F ( X )  Dll(X) - 
where A F ( x )  = A ( x )  + B z ( x ) F ( z )  and C F ( ~ )  = CI(Z) + 
D12(x)F(z) .  Let M ~ F ( P ,  F z )  represent the left hand side of the 
above inequality. Define T(z )  := diag[P-'(x), I, I], which is well- 
defined since P ( z )  > 0. Thus, M s p ( P ,  F , x )  < 0 if and only if 
T ~ ( ~ ) M ~ F ( P , F , ~ ) T ( G )  5 0.. Let X ( x )  = P - ~ ( z ) ,  which is of 
class C O ,  then 
T T ( z ) M s ~ ( P ,  F,z)T(z) = 
M S F ( X , Z )  + aT(%)FT(p)B(+) + B T ( ~ ) F ( x ) A ( s )  5 0 (3.2) 
where 
X(=)AT(=) + A ( = ) x ( = )  
B f W  
c l ( = ) x ( = )  Dl l (=)  -1 
&iQSF(X, X )  := 
a(=) = [ X ( X )  0 0 ] , B ( x )  = [ BF(x)  0 DT2(x) ] 
By lemma 5.3, it follows that there is a solution F(z) for (3.2) 
if and only if 
X I ( z ) M S F ( X , Z ) X L ( z )  5 0 (3.3) 
B ' T ( z ) M S F ( X * 4 B L ( z )  5 0 (3.4) 
for some X,(m) such that s p a n ( X l ( z ) )  = N ( g ( z ) ) ,  and 6 ~ ( z )  
with s p a n ( B l ( z ) )  = N ( B ( z ) ) .  Here N(B(z)) for some matrix- 
valued function B ( x )  st+ds for the distribution which annihilates 
all of the row vectors of B(z) .  
Observe that (3.3) is guaranteedby I - DTl(z)Dll(z) > 0; (3.4) 
is actually written as 
4 Output Feedback N,-Control Problem 
In this section, we will consider the general strong Hm-control 
G : { '  = Ci(l)a: + D i i ( z ) w  + Diz(z)u (4.1) 
where A,B, ,C i ,D i j  E C O ;  z, w ,  U, z, and y are assumed to 
have dimensions n, p i ,  p 2 ,  91, and 92 ,  respectively; n + p l  2 92 
and n + 91 2 p 2 .  Suppose the system (4.1) evolves in X which 
is a convex open subset of Rn and contains the origin; assume 
rank [ B 2 ( x )  1 = p2  and rank [ CI(Z) DZI(Z) 1 = 92 ,  and 
D i 2 ( ~ )  
~ 1 1 ( z ) ~ T ~ ( z )  < z for
4.1 Necessary Conditions 
problem; the system to be considered is 
= A(c)z + BI(Z)W + B2(z)u 
I = C2(z)z + D21(z)w + D22(z)u 
z E X. 
Suppose the strong 3m-controller is also of control-affine form: 
K :  { € = A(€)€ + g o y  
U =  C(0E + W)I 
with a,B,6,D E Co. Suppose ( E Xo c Rnd.  The closed loop 
s p e m  evolves in (I, () E X x X,. We shall also assume that I - 
D(€)Dzz(z )  is invertible for all (x,() E X x X, to assure the well- 
posednessof the feedback structure. Now take zc = [ zT 
to be the state of the closed loop system; define R(zc )  := (I - 
f i ( € ) D 2 2 ( ~ ) ) - '  for (I, €) E X X Xo. The feedback system has the 
following description: 
ET ] 
= A c ( ~ c ) ~ c  + Bc(zc)w { fe = Cc(zc)zc + Dc(zc)w 
for some matrix-valued functions Ac(xc ) ,  Bc(zc) ,  Cc(zc), and 
Dc(zc)  on X x Xo. Define B ( x )  := [ BT(z) 0 DT2(x)  ] and 
c(z) := [ C2(x)  D2l (z) 0 1. The main theorem of this sec- 
tion is stated as follows. 
Theorem 4.1 Consider the (strong) output feedback 'H, -control 
problem with the plant defined as (4.f), let B l ( x )  i s  such that 
N ( B ( x ) )  = span(BL(x) ) ,  and Cl(z) is such that N ( c ( z ) )  = 
span(CL(x) ) .  Suppose there is a solution t o  the output feedback 
(strong) 'H, control problem, then there are two CO symmetrical 
matrix-valued functions X,Y : X-+Rnxn,  which are positive def- 
inite on X, such that for  all I E X C Rnxn the following three 
NLMIs holds 
(4.4) 
It is noted that all couples ( X ( z ) , Y ( z ) )  satisfying the inequal- 
provides a convex characterisation to the necessary conditions for 
the strong output feedback 'Hoo-control problem to be solvable. 
Bl(r )  5 0 ities (i), (ii) and (iii) form a convex set. Therefore, theorem 4.1 
(3.5) 
X ( + ) A T q +  A(X)X(X) Bib) 
B1 ( x )  -I 
c1 (.)X(+) 
Z(.) 
Whence, we can conclude the following theorem. 
Proof 
Define 
A a ( z )  := [ At' ] ,B,O(z) := [ B1 (I) ] , Theorem 3.1 The strong static state feedback lim-control prob- lem is solvable if and only i there i s  a CO matrix-valued function 
x ( z )  = X T ( x )  > 0 with &(z) = 2zTX"(z)  f o r  dome c1 func- 
f i o n  V : X-R+ such that for all x E X, the NLMI (3.5) holds. 
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4.2 An Example 
Consider the following system. 
ZU 
Where P is the nonlinear plant; K is the controller to be designed 
such that the output 21 is regulated; y is the measured output; w2 
is a disturbance; and w1 is sensor noise. The H,-control problem 
in this setting is formulated as: Give 7 > 0, find K ,  if any, such 
that 
l T ( I l a  1 1 2  + I l ~ 1 1 ~ ) d t  I7’ lT(llw 112  + I l ’ ~ z l l ~ ) d t , W  E Rt 
In this example , the plant has the following realization: 
& = e”(w2 + U) 
y = x + ’ W 1  
P : {  21 = x + w1 
It is known that the optimal achievable +-gain for t+ feedback 
fi(=,) := [ (B; (==) )T  o (D;a(s))T 1 ,e(==) := [ c;(=) Dll (=)  o 3 ,system is 7. = JZ 141, 80 let ‘W := 1 zi J 2 := 
and Tc(xc)  := diag[Pc(xc), Z, I ] .  
two inequalities hold (see lemma 5.3): 
the scaled system is written in standard form as 
e x u  
It follows from lemma 5.3 that (4.6) holds only if the following 
BT(~c)T,-~(~c)Ma(Pe,~c)T,-~(zc)Bil(~c) 5 0, (4.7) 
for all_Bl(zc) with _span(81(xc ) )  E N ( B ( z c ) )  and C l ( x c )  with 
~ ~ ( ~ c ) M a ( P c , ~ c ) C l ( ~ c )  5 0 (4.8) 
The optimal controller K = -1 yields not only .&-gain < 1 [4], 
but checked using theo- 
rem 2.2. Thus, the three NLMIs in theorem 4.1 should have solu- 
tions. We now verify this. We first consider NLMI in condition (i), 
which is as follows 
.p.n(C,(zc)) E N ( C ( z c ) ) .  
Next, we consider (4.7), notice that N ( B ( x c ) )  = N(B(z)) for strong 71m performance* as is 
0 I O  0 1 .  
.a= AX(”) 0 Thence, (4.7) holds if and only if 
for all B,(c)  with s p a n ( B l ( x ) )  E N(B(x)) .  On the other hand, 0 0 -1  >:= ] 5 0, 
notice that It turns out that all positive definite solutions satisfy X(z) 5 e x .  
The NLMI in condition (ii) is as follows 
i f a  i f a  # Y ( = )  
BT(x)T,-T(oc)Ma(Pctlc)T,-l(xc)B*(x) 5 0, (4.9) [ A ,& ] [ s;x(=) - l / a  o ] [ 
TFT(Zc)Ma(Pc,  zc)T,-’ ( l e )  = 
1 Pc-l(=~)(Am(=))T + Aa(=)PF1(=c) E : ( = )  PT1(=)(Cyl(=))T (B; (=) )T  - I  DTl (=) c;(=)Po-’(rc) D l l b )  - I  
Since ~ C ( Z C )  = P c ( x , € )  is invertible on X x X,, assume X(z) = 
X T ( z )  E R”xn, which is positive defmite and of class CO on x, is 
such that 
AU positive definite solutions satisfy y(,) 5 e-”. 
we then take two solutions as 
X(z) = e x ,  Y(z) = e-”. (4.10) 
for some continuously differentiable function Q : x H e in X such Then X(z)Y(x) = 1, which implies condition (iii), i.e., 
that &(X) c Xo (for example Q can be chosen as Q(x) = 0). There- 
fore, (4.9), i.e. (4.7) implies 
X(=)AT(=) + A ( = W ( = )  El(=) X(=)CT(=) 
- I  DT (= ] Bl(Z) I 0 
D l l ( = )  2K 
with B l  : X-*R(n+ql)x(n+ql-P2) such that N(B(x))  = 
s p a n ( B l ( z ) ) ,  where B(z) := [ BF(x)  0 LIT?(.) 3. 
Thus, the (4.2) is proved. Next, consider (4.8), if we take Y(x) E 
ItnXn, which is of class CO, such that 
Notice that 6 ( x c )  just depends on t E X, (4.8) implies (4.3) 
and only if 
Finally, from lemma 5.2, it follows that (4.10) and (4.11) hold if 
Z [ xP Y(x) ] 1 O .  
Which is exactly (4.4. This concludes the proof. 0 
4.3 
In this section, we further show that if the ‘Hm-control problem 
is solvable by output feedback, then it is also solvable by static 
state feedback if the output feedback controllers has separation 
structures(, and by static output iqjection [12]). 
Suppose the output feedback strong ‘Hm-control problem for the 
given system (4.1) is solvable, then there is a CO positive definite 
matrix-valued function P c ( z c )  such that (4.5) holds. Moreover, 
there is a positive definite function Vc(xc)  such that 
Output Feedback and State Feedback 
5 ( x c )  = 2x,TPc(xc) 
axc 
The following assumption is made. 
Assumption 4.2 There i s  a C 1  function Q : x I+ 4 with Q(0) = 0 
such that %(x,<)I+flz)  = 0 with (%,e) EX X XO. 
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This assumption is not surprising. In fact, many dynamical 
controllers are observer-like-based [l, 8, 111. In this case, the 
states x, C of a plant and its controller have a relation ( = d(x) 
for some C’ function 4 : 2 Y ( with +(a) = 0 if the initial 
states satisfy t(0) = d(x(0)) and the disturbance is not imposed. 
The Lyapunov function for the closed loop system can be taken 
as V c ( x , ( )  = V ( x )  + U(( - 44.)) where V and U are Lyapunov 
functions of the state-feedback system and the observer. Thence, 
q ( x , ( )  = z(e)(,=t-N2). 8U If e = 0, i.e. ( = $(x), then 
~ ( Z , ( ) I ~ = ~ ~ ~  = x(e)lero 8U = 0. Therefore, Vc satisfies the 
assumption. 
From the proof of the last theorem, it follows that (4.5) implies 
that there is X ( r )  = X T ( x )  E Rnxn, which is positive definite 
and of class Co on X, such that 
for some continuously differentiable function #J : I H ( on X, and 
the NLMI (4.2) holds. s(zc) = 2t~x,’(x,) implies ~ ( x C ) ~ . ( x c )  = 2zT, or 
[ %(z l< )  %(d,<) ] XC(Z,€)= 2 [ xT ST 1 .  (4.12) 
Take the function 4 as in assumption 4.2, then (4.12) implies 
%(x,+(z))X(z) = 2 2 .  Define V ( x )  := VC(z, +(z)), then V ( z )  is 
positive definite such that 
av 
-(x) = 2CTX4(C). 
t3X 
(4.13) 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the 7-fw-control problem is 
indeed solvable in terms of static feedback. Thence, we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 4.3 If the strong ‘Hw-COntTOl problem is solvable in 
terms o f  the output feedback, then under assumption 4.2, it can 
also be solved in terms of static state feedback.  
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5 Appendix: Some Technical Results 
The following result is quite standard, the reader is referred to, 
for instance, [12] for the proofs. 
Lemma 5.1 Suppose a vector-valued function p : XdRn i s  of 
class C’; let p(x) = b 1 ( ~ ) , + - - , p n ( x ) ] ~  for c E X. Then there 
exists V : X+R such that 
i f  and only i f  
(5.1) 
a ~ i  apj 
-(x) = -(.), axj  8x i  
for all x E X and 4 , j  = 1,2,.-. ,n. Moreover, if (5.1) holds, then 
an function V : X+R with V ( 0 )  = 0 is given b y  
V ( z )  = 2xT p ( t z ) d t .  (5.2) I’ 
I n  addition, if p(x) = P(x)x f o r  some positive definite matrix- 
valued function such that P(x), then V ( x )  is also positive definite 
function. 
The following result was first used in [15]. 
Lemma 5.2 Let X = XT,Y = YT E RnXn be two posi- 
tive definite matrices. Then there i s  a positive definite matrix 
P = PT E R(n+m)x(n+m) such that 
Next, consider a matrix-valued function B : M-+Rmxn, with 
m n. Let Q(B(z ) )  be the co-distribution spannedby (smooth) 
co-vector fields of B ( x ) .  It is assumed that each z E M is a reg- 
ular point of Q(B(x)) ,  and the dimension of the co-distribution 
dim(n(B(x))) = m; thus, thereis an (n-m)-dimensional (smooth) 
distribution M ( B ( r ) )  which is the annihilator of n ( B ( x ) ) .  The 
following result is standard, Bee [3, 2, 6, 91. 
Lemma 5.3 Consider the following matrix inequality 
Q(z) + U T ( x ) F T ( x ) V ( z )  + V T ( x ) F ( r ) U ( ~ )  5 0 (5.3) 
with Q = QT : MdRmxm, U : M+RrXm with d i m n ( U ( z ) )  = 
T < m, and V : M-+RSXm with d imQ(V(x) )  = s < m, then (5.3) 
has a solution F : M--+RSX’ if and only i f  
V,’(~)S(~)UL(C)  5 0, V T ( ~ ) Q ( ~ ) V i ( ~ )  5 0 
for  some 
and VI : M-rRmX(m-S) such that span(V~(x) = N ( V ( x ) ) .  
: M+R”X(m-‘) such that s p a n ( U l ( z )  = N(U(2) )  
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